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Reminder: point estimation

Sample definitions

the population mean µ is a population parameter
the sample mean X̄ is a point estimate of µ
we know the sample n and its mean X̄ , but we do not know µ
and might not know the true population N

Sampling error

sampling variation causes X̄ to vary
the values of X̄ form a sampling distribution
its standard deviation σ√

N is the standard error of the mean
(SEM), which is estimated from the sample by s√

n .



Standard normal distribution
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3.1.5 68-95-99.7 rule

Here, we present a useful rule of thumb for the probability of falling within 1, 2, and 3
standard deviations of the mean in the normal distribution. This will be useful in a wide
range of practical settings, especially when trying to make a quick estimate without a
calculator or Z table.

µ − 3σ µ − 2σ µ − σ µ µ + σ µ + 2σ µ + 3σ

99.7%

95%

68%

Figure 3.9: Probabilities for falling within 1, 2, and 3 standard deviations
of the mean in a normal distribution.

J
Exercise 3.22 Use the Z table to confirm that about 68%, 95%, and 99.7% of
observations fall within 1, 2, and 3, standard deviations of the mean in the normal
distribution, respectively. For instance, first find the area that falls between Z = �1
and Z = 1, which should have an area of about 0.68. Similarly there should be an
area of about 0.95 between Z = �2 and Z = 2.17

It is possible for a normal random variable to fall 4, 5, or even more standard deviations
from the mean. However, these occurrences are very rare if the data are nearly normal. The
probability of being further than 4 standard deviations from the mean is about 1-in-30,000.
For 5 and 6 standard deviations, it is about 1-in-3.5 million and 1-in-1 billion, respectively.

J
Exercise 3.23 SAT scores closely follow the normal model with mean µ = 1500
and standard deviation � = 300. (a) About what percent of test takers score 900 to
2100? (b) What percent score between 1500 and 2100?18

3.2 Evaluating the normal approximation

Many processes can be well approximated by the normal distribution. We have already seen
two good examples: SAT scores and the heights of US adult males. While using a normal
model can be extremely convenient and helpful, it is important to remember normality is

17First draw the pictures. To find the area between Z = �1 and Z = 1, use the normal probability
table to determine the areas below Z = �1 and above Z = 1. Next verify the area between Z = �1 and
Z = 1 is about 0.68. Repeat this for Z = �2 to Z = 2 and also for Z = �3 to Z = 3.

18(a) 900 and 2100 represent two standard deviations above and below the mean, which means about
95% of test takers will score between 900 and 2100. (b) Since the normal model is symmetric, then half

of the test takers from part (a) ( 95%
2

= 47.5% of all test takers) will score 900 to 1500 while 47.5% score
between 1500 and 2100.

Source: Diez et al. 2011
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standard deviations from the mean

−3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3

95%, extends −1.96 to 1.96

99%, extends −2.58 to 2.58

Figure 4.10: The area between -z? and z? increases as |z?| becomes larger.
If the confidence level is 99%, we choose z? such that 99% of the normal
curve is between -z? and z?, which corresponds to 0.5% in the lower tail
and 0.5% in the upper tail: z? = 2.58.

Verifying independence is often the most di�cult of the conditions to check, and the
way to check for independence varies from one situation to another. However, we can
provide simple rules for the most common scenarios.

TIP: How to verify sample observations are independent
Observations in a simple random sample consisting of less than 10% of the popu-
lation are independent.

Caution: Independence for random processes and experiments
If a sample is from a random process or experiment, it is important to verify the
observations from the process or subjects in the experiment are nearly independent
and maintain their independence throughout the process or experiment. Usually
subjects are considered independent if they undergo random assignment in an ex-
periment.

J
Exercise 4.16 Create a 99% confidence interval for the average age of all runners
in the 2012 Cherry Blossom Run. The point estimate is ȳ = 35.05 and the standard
error is SEȳ = 0.90.12

12The observations are independent (simple random sample, < 10% of the population), the sample size
is at least 30 (n = 100), and the distribution is only slightly skewed (Figure 4.4); the normal approximation
and estimate of SE should be reasonable. Apply the 99% confidence interval formula: ȳ ± 2.58 ⇥ SEȳ !
(32.7, 37.4). We are 99% confident that the average age of all runners is between 32.7 and 37.4 years.

Source: Diez et al. 2011



Generalization of the standard normal distribution

Central Limit Theorem (CLT)
For ‘iid’ (independent and identically distributed) random variables
X1,X2, ...,Xn, the sampling distribution of the mean approximates
a normal distribution as n > 30 increases.

√
N
( 1
N

N∑
i=1

X̄i − µ
)

d−→ N (0, σ2)

Law of Large Numbers (LLN)

X1 + X2 + ...+ Xn
n = µ



Estimation of confidence intervals

Confidence intervals
If the sampling distribution is approximately normal, fractions of
the point estimates are contained within the mean X̄ ± Z -scores:

For a 95% CI: X̄ − 1.96 · SEM, X̄ + 1.96 · SEM
For a 99% CI: X̄ − 2.58 · SEM, X̄ + 2.58 · SEM

The margin of error of the interval is Z · SEM.

Accuracy trade-off
Wider intervals trade precision for additional confidence:

A 95% CI is smaller but less reliable than a 99% CI.
A 99% CI is larger but more reliable than a 95% CI.

Neither level of confidence can ensure that µ ∈ CI.



Hypothesis tests with 95% CIs, H0 and Ha

Comparison of means x and y
For two independent groups:

1 Hypothesize that x̄ 6= ȳ at a given level of confidence
2 Compute the 95% CI for ȳ to assess the difference

The hypothesis will be tested against H0 : x̄ = ȳ .

General logic of testing the null hypothesis H0

Proof by contradiction: the goal is the test is to reject H0

Type I error: rejecting H0 while it is actually true
Type II error: accepting H0 while it is actually true

The alternative hypothesis Ha is tested against H0 : x̄ = ȳ .



Working examples

Average donations to political parties

Group 1 (2008): x̄ = 35, other parameters unobserved
Group 2 (2012): ȳ = 45, s = 5, n = 100

95% CI for ȳ = 45± 1.96 · 5√
100 = [44.02, 45.98]

There is strong evidence that x̄ 6= ȳ : we can reject H0.

Average support for income equality

Group 1 (Whites): X̄1 = 75, s = 10,N = 900
Group 2 (Blacks): X̄2 = 85, s = 45,N = 81
95% CI for X̄1 ≈ [74.3, 75.6]; 95% CI for X̄2 ≈ [75, 95]

There is no strong evidence that X̄1 6= X̄2: we should retain H0.
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Contextual Type I and II Errors

Type I Error in judicial trials
“Last year executed man proven innocent by DNA evidence.”

H0: presumption of innocence
Ha: ... until proven guilty (H0 wrongly rejected)

Type II Error in child protection
“Violent father beats children after being released from custody.”

H0: parents considered responsible
Ha: ... until proven abusive (H0 wrongly retained)



Formal significance tests

1. Write up the null hypothesis as an equality

H0 : µ = 0, or x̄ − ȳ = 0, or X̄ = k, ...
One-sided hypothesis test: Ha : µ > 0, or Ha : µ < 0, ...
Two-sided hypothesis test: Ha : µ 6= 0, or X̄ 6= k, ...

2. Declare a level of statistical significance

α = 0.05 for a 95% CI (Z = 1.96 ≈ 2)
α = 0.01 for a 99% CI (Z = 2.58 ≈ 2.5)
Verify whether Pr(H0) < α so that you can reject H0

Pr(H0) is the p-value of the test.



One-sided significance test

180 CHAPTER 4. FOUNDATIONS FOR INFERENCE

p-value as a tool in hypothesis testing
The p-value quantifies how strongly the data favor HA over H0. A small p-value
(usually < 0.05) corresponds to su�cient evidence to reject H0 in favor of HA.

TIP: It is useful to first draw a picture to find the p-value
It is useful to draw a picture of the distribution of x̄ as though H0 was true (i.e. µ
equals the null value), and shade the region (or regions) of sample means that are
at least as favorable to the alternative hypothesis. These shaded regions represent
the p-value.

The ideas below review the process of evaluating hypothesis tests with p-values:

• The null hypothesis represents a skeptic’s position or a position of no di↵erence. We
reject this position only if the evidence strongly favors HA.

• A small p-value means that if the null hypothesis is true, there is a low probability
of seeing a point estimate at least as extreme as the one we saw. We interpret this
as strong evidence in favor of the alternative.

• We reject the null hypothesis if the p-value is smaller than the significance level, ↵,
which is usually 0.05. Otherwise, we fail to reject H0.

• We should always state the conclusion of the hypothesis test in plain language so
non-statisticians can also understand the results.

The p-value is constructed in such a way that we can directly compare it to the
significance level (↵) to determine whether or not to reject H0. This method ensures that
the Type 1 Error rate does not exceed the significance level standard.

null value observed x

distribution of x
if H0 was true

chance of observed x
or another x that is even
more favorable towards HA,
if H0 is true

Figure 4.16: To identify the p-value, the distribution of the sample mean is
considered as if the null hypothesis was true. Then the p-value is defined
and computed as the probability of the observed x̄ or an x̄ even more
favorable to HA under this distribution.

J
Exercise 4.30 If the null hypothesis is true, how often should the p-value be less
than 0.05?26

26About 5% of the time. If the null hypothesis is true, then the data only has a 5% chance of being in
the 5% of data most favorable to HA.

Source: Diez et al. (2011)



Two-sided significance test
4.3. HYPOTHESIS TESTING 183

x = 6.83 H0: µ = 7

left tail
observations just as
unusual as x under H0

Figure 4.18: HA is two-sided, so both tails must be counted for the p-value.

An estimate of 7.17 or more provides at least as strong of evidence against the null
hypothesis and in favor of the alternative as the observed estimate, x̄ = 6.83.

We can calculate the tail areas by first finding the lower tail corresponding to x̄:

Z =
6.83 � 7.00

0.21
= �0.81

table! left tail = 0.2090

Because the normal model is symmetric, the right tail will have the same area as the
left tail. The p-value is found as the sum of the two shaded tails:

p-value = left tail + right tail = 2 ⇥ (left tail) = 0.4180

This p-value is relatively large (larger than ↵ = 0.05), so we should not reject H0.
That is, if H0 is true, it would not be very unusual to see a sample mean this far from
7 hours simply due to sampling variation. Thus, we do not have su�cient evidence
to conclude that the mean is di↵erent than 7 hours.

 Example 4.37 It is never okay to change two-sided tests to one-sided tests after
observing the data. In this example we explore the consequences of ignoring this
advice. Using ↵ = 0.05, we show that freely switching from two-sided tests to one-
sided tests will cause us to make twice as many Type 1 Errors as intended.

Suppose the sample mean was larger than the null value, µ0 (e.g. µ0 would represent 7
if H0: µ = 7). Then if we can flip to a one-sided test, we would use HA: µ > µ0.
Now if we obtain any observation with a Z score greater than 1.65, we would reject
H0. If the null hypothesis is true, we incorrectly reject the null hypothesis about 5%
of the time when the sample mean is above the null value, as shown in Figure 4.19.

Suppose the sample mean was smaller than the null value. Then if we change to a
one-sided test, we would use HA: µ < µ0. If x̄ had a Z score smaller than -1.65, we
would reject H0. If the null hypothesis is true, then we would observe such a case
about 5% of the time.

By examining these two scenarios, we can determine that we will make a Type 1
Error 5% + 5% = 10% of the time if we are allowed to swap to the “best” one-sided
test for the data. This is twice the error rate we prescribed with our significance level:
↵ = 0.05 (!).

Source: Diez et al. (2011)



Working examples

Income gap
What is H0 for a comparison of average income between males and
females?

H0 : X̄males = X̄females

Sleeping time
What is Ha for a comparison of average sleeping time between
night workers, who suffer from broken sleeping patterns, and day
workers? Ha : X̄nightworkers < X̄dayworkers

Work fun
What is Ha for a comparison of average employee productivity with
and without a firewall to block Facebook access?
Ha : X̄withoutFacebook > X̄withFacebook
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Sanity checks

Sample requirements

The data must come from a simple random sample
The observations should be independent
The observations should be normally distributed
Sample size should be approximately at least N = 30

Strong skewness or clear outliers will violate normality at low N.
Randomness and independence might fail for other reasons.

Rejecting H0

Pr(Ha) 6= 1− Pr(H0): you never get to measure Pr(Ha)

Statistical significance does not imply substantive significance



Sample size

Determining a margin of error

Z · σ√
N
≤ ME

Example: average number of sexual partners
How many people should we sample from a population where the
number of sexual partners has an unknown mean and a standard
deviation of 5 if we want a margin of error around 2 partners at
95% confidence?

1.96 · σ√
N
≤ 2 1.96 · 52 ≤

√
N (1.96 · 52)2 ≤ N N ≥ 25
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Reading significance tests

What the test is about

Comparison of means: X̄females − X̄males

Comparison of proportions: p̂Blacks − p̂White

H0 and Ha: equality, increase or decrease among groups
Means and difference given with confidence intervals

How to read the p-value

Comparison of means: t-test
Comparison of proportions: proportions test
Two-tailed test: Ha : difference 6= 0
One-tailed test: Ha : difference > 0 or Ha : difference < 0



 Pr(T < t) = 0.9999         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.0002          Pr(T > t) = 0.0001
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0

Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =     1635
    diff = mean(Male) - mean(Female)                              t =   3.7093
                                                                              
    diff               .899302    .2424424                .4237716    1.374832
                                                                              
combined      1637    27.10442    .1209956    4.895466    26.86709    27.34174
                                                                              
  Female       906    26.70284    .1740403    5.238583    26.36127    27.04441
    Male       731    27.60214    .1622325    4.386283    27.28364    27.92064
                                                                              
   Group       Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
Two-sample t test with equal variances

. ttest bmi if raceb==3 & age < 35, by(female)





Reading guide for a t-test (with Stata software)

Top table

Group 1 (N = 731 males) has a mean BMI of 27.6
Group 2 (N = 906 females) has a mean BMI of 26.7
diff is the difference in means δmales−females = .89
Columns show the standard error (Std. Err.), standard
deviation (Std. Dev.) and 95% confidence intervals

How to read the p-value

Central p-value for H0 : δ = 0: 0.0002
H0 is very unlikely (p < 0.01): reject the null hypothesis



 Pr(Z < z) = 0.0794         Pr(|Z| < |z|) = 0.1588          Pr(Z > z) = 0.9206
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0

    Ho: diff = 0
        diff = prop(Male) - prop(Female)                          z =  -1.4091
                                                                              
                under Ho:   .0328295    -1.41   0.159
        diff     -.046261   .0327288                     -.1104082    .0178862
                                                                              
      Female      .771261   .0227454                      .7266808    .8158412
        Male         .725   .0235334                      .6788754    .7711246
                                                                              
    Variable         Mean   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
                                              Female: Number of obs =      341
Two-sample test of proportions                  Male: Number of obs =      360

. prtest torture in 2000/2800, by(female)





Homework

Read CK-12 handbook ch. 8 for the exam

and enjoy the rest of your semester.

Note: final stats exam will cover confidence intervals (Ch. 7) and
hypothesis tests (Ch. 8). Histograms are part of the topic.
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